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FROM THE
DIRECTOR
The National Art School will celebrate its centenary on
the Darlinghurst site in 2022. We became an independent
company in 2009. We are both old and young, and we have
planned the next stage of our journey with the wisdom of
experience and vigour of youth.
This renewal is built upon understanding the symbolism of
our place: the Darlinghurst Gaol, where the populace of the
fledgling city of Sydney could look up the hill, come to the
public executions and not forget it was a penal colony; and then its reinvention
as the place where many of those who define Australia through art can look
outwards to new horizons.
We understand the need to forge new visions, to open our rich histories to new
communities, to honour our traditions while embracing the future.
Our new vision is expansive, broadening our higher education core into a wider
arts and cultural sphere, and we look forward to your company on this journey.
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CONTEXT

OUR MISSION

The National Art School (NAS) is an independent visual
arts institution dedicated to providing a rigorous and
comprehensive education and training for professional
artists. Dating from the 1840s, the National Art School
has the longest continuing history as a publicly funded
art school in Australia. We have been housed in the historic
former Darlinghurst Gaol in East Sydney since 1922.

The principal mission of the National
Art School is to be a centre of
excellence for the provision of higher
education and research, scholarship
and professional practice in the visual
arts and related fields.

Today, these exceptional historic buildings provide
spacious dedicated studio accommodation, project
spaces, a gallery, theatre, technical workshops,
specialised arts library, study centre for drawing
and the NAS collections and archives.

The National Art School utilises its
independent identity and its historic
site to develop and deliver arts and
cultural awareness in a local, national
and international context.
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 o be the institute of choice for the study of
T
visual art practice in Australia
 nlock the historical and cultural significance
U
of the National Art School site for the benefit
of the broader community
 reate a vibrant cultural hub that attracts and
C
inspires Australia’s diverse communities
 trengthen operational capacity to ensure the
S
highest quality corporate and academic outcomes

1
To be the institute
of choice for the
study of visual
art practice
in Australia
Why this focus?
The NAS is a core educational institution
in NSW that provides foundation and
advanced training in the visual arts.
Our teaching and learning methods are
studio and practice-based. In addition to
producing outstanding practicing artists
the NAS is an incubator for cultural and
creative industries, evidenced by the
achievements and diverse vocations our
graduates have gone on to fulfil.
What we will do
• Introduce a revitalised academic
program that will increase demand
for courses and attract the most
talented visual art students
•

 ncourage wider diversity and
E
create new opportunities for
participation in art practice

•

Increase opportunities for
our graduates to achieve
professional success

The result
The NAS will be the institute of choice
for tertiary level Visual Arts students
and degree places at the NAS will be
coveted and in high demand. Students
will report exceptional satisfaction rates.
The student body and faculty will be
more culturally diverse. We will be proud
of our strong links with indigenous,
regional and international communities.
Our graduates will continue to develop
rich professional lives and contribute
substantially to the cultural fabric
of our society.

2
Unlock the historical
and cultural
significance of the
National Art School
site for the benefit of
the broader community
Why this focus?
The NAS site has enormous cultural
and historical importance. The building
is one of the oldest in Australia with
construction commencing only 34
years after the first fleet arrived. As
custodians of the site, the NAS will
work to conserve and protect the site.
We will open the site to the wider
community for educational, historic
and cultural activities.
What we will do
•  Establish a stable site tenure
arrangement and develop a site
management plan
•

 Position the NAS site as a popular
destination for educational and
historic tours

•

 Create a cultural precinct with
diverse income streams

The result
Increased visitation and access
to the site and its histories.
Community pride in a beautiful and
preserved piece of history in close
proximity to the CBD.
The reasons for people being on the
site will be far more varied – visiting
markets, viewing a performance, eating
at the café as well as studying at the
best art college in the country.

3
Create a vibrant
cultural hub
that attracts and
inspires Australia’s
diverse communities
Why this focus?
The NAS trains artists who continue to
contribute to the cultural fabric of the
country and the world through their art
practices and their broader intellectual
and career pursuits. This goal broadens
our scope of interests into a wider arts
and cultural sphere.
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What we will do
• Maintain and develop the NAS
gallery program within a local
and global framework
•

 evelop strategic partnerships
D
with local, national and international
cultural organisations

•

 tilise and enhance the NAS archive
U
and collection

•

 aise awareness of the NAS site and
R
its cultural and historical significance

The result
Increased visitation and access to
arts and cultural programs.
Increased opportunities for artists and
the public to develop and engage with
new artworks.
Vibrancy in a logical yet under-utilised
city location.

4
Strengthen
operational
capacity to ensure
the highest quality
corporate and
academic outcomes
Why this focus?
To maintain world-class standards in
Visual Art education and deliver a vibrant
and diverse cultural program, the NAS
must operate efficiently, effectively and
with clear understanding of its capacity.
The school needs to seek alternative
sources of revenue and build cash
reserves to ensure on-going financial
security. To achieve its strategic vision,
the NAS must build on its exceptional
staff base and provide an excellent
working environment that develops and
encourages all to reach their full potential.
What we will do
• Create an organisational structure
that supports the strategic priorities
of the NAS
•

 ttract and retain the highest
A
quality staff

•

 trengthen financial capacity by
S
building cash reserves, and developing
new and exisiting income streams

•

 stablish stable funding
E
arrangements with the NSW
State Government and seek
Commonwealth funding contributions

The result
The NAS will build unallocated
cash reserves to a fifth of its annual
expenditure to ensure that it is can meet
future challenges.
The NAS will achieve this growth
through inventive diversification of
revenue streams that engages with
the broader community.
Staff at the NAS will report exceptional
job satisfaction and will be proud that
they are employed by the best art school
in the country.
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